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Figure 1 Shaven Crown, Shipton-under-Wychwood (2009)

Introduction
The Oxfordshire Buildings Record are grateful to the owner, Mr Philip Mehrtens, for
allowing us access to this property for the purposes of compiling this report as a
contribution to the better understanding of Oxfordshire’s buildings. An initial visit
was made on 19 February 2009, and a recording day was held on 27 May 2009. The
recording team comprised Vic Allison, Paul Clark, Jan Cliffe, Richard Faircliff,
Heather Horner, David Hughes, Tim Jordan, Charles Keighley, Sue Richards, Susan
Rose, John Steane, Joy Tims, Rhona Walker, Edwin Wilson. A further visit was made
on 8 June by a subset of the above. The project manager was David Clark.
The objectives of the survey were to gain an overall understanding of the
development of the building, if possible with dates and phases of the main elements.
We made a general visual inspection of the exterior and such internal spaces as were
accessible. Photographs were taken of significant features. The ground plan was
measured and drawn, surveys were made of the hall roof, door and window openings,
the carriageway, screen, and the ceiling timbers of the front rooms of the north and
south wings. The roof structures of the north and south wings were visually examined
through available access points. Unless indicated otherwise, text and images were
created by members of the recording team. A limited number of historical sources
were consulted. A copy of the 2nd edition (1899 survey) Ordnance Survey map at
1:2500 annotated for the 1910 District Valuation was obtained from the Oxfordshire
History Centre.
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Under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act, 1988, the OBR retains the copyright to
this document. Where copyright remains solely with the originator this is indicated by
© and permission must be obtained from that person before any reproduction may
take place.
Location (SP 2785 1780)
The Crown (its historic name) is situated at on the west side of the main road through
the village, facing the Green (Fig.2). The central range runs broadly north-south. To
the rear what appears to be an early boundary curves round the north-west corner of
the site.

Figure 2 Extract from 1910 DV map (Oxfordshire County Council – the Oxfordshire History
Centre)1

Description
The building is listed grade II* and the description can be found at Images of England
no.251788. This may need revision in the light of this report and due to alterations
since the description was prepared in 1959.
The basic structure is of a central range parallel to the street and a cross-wing at either
end. Each wing extends further to the rear to form an H-plan, with the rear courtyard
enclosed by further structures to the west. For the ground plan see Fig.3 below. The
key feature is the distinctly different orientations of the two wings and the awkward
join between the hall and the north wing. The building material is limestone rubble,
roughly coursed, with long dressed quoins to the front. In places (eg the south wing in
1

https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/sites/default/files/folders/documents/leisureandculture/history/col
lections/districtvaluation/ DV-VIII-252_Oxfordshire_XXV-1.pdf
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Fig.4) there are bands of dressed stone within the rubble. There is also a plinth, not
continuous, and not always at the same height. The roofs are slated with Cotswold
stone, laid in diminishing courses.

Figure 3 Shaven Crown Ground Plan

Figure 4 South wing from the road

There are a number of windows facing the street, mostly post-dating Henry Taunt’s
photograph of 1906 (Fig.5). This shows the two-light traceried window to the first
floor of the south wing, the small window over the entrance and the paired lancets to
the right of the doorway. The quality of the picture is not such as to discern whether
the upper lancet pair can be seen as blocked in, but the south-facing windows of the
north wing are visible. If the position of the upper lancets is original, their size and
position is strongly suggestive of the position of an earlier staircase, probably of the
newel (spiral) type. Annex 1 is a more detailed survey of the windows.
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Figure 5 Photograph of the Crown, Henry Taunt, 1906 (© Historic England, 2019).2

Other key features in the photograph are the octagonal chimneystack with small
corbels in the shape of heads at the centre of
the north wing gable, probably late 14th
century3 and the ridge stack near the middle of
the central range, removed in the 1930s.
Figure 6 Detail of chimney-stack

A drawing by Buckler in 1826 may shed
further light on the development as the
octagonal stack in shown in a different
position (Fig. 7). Although it is possible that
Buckler altered the location of the stack, there
is no evidence of a fireplace beneath it in its
present position, whereas there is a fireplace
on the north wall with a modern stack.
Accordingly we conclude that the stack was
moved between 1826 and 1906.

2
3

NMR BB73-131
Wood (1965) p.288 suggests 15th century, however.
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Figure 7 The Crown illustrated by J C Buckler, 1826

The chimneystacks on the south wing relate to existing fireplaces, but there is an
anomalous stack to the rear of the hall (Fig.8). The stonework appears integral to the
wall, but there is no fireplace surviving within.

Figure 8 Courtyard showing west elevation of hall range with carriageway, wall stack and timber
window to right. The modern toilet extension is at far right.

Carriageway
The main entrance has a four-centred Tudor arch with quatrefoils and mouchettes in
the spandrels (Fig.9). A very similar arrangement dating from 1486-7 was recorded in
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Hampshire.4 The label moulding has been cut back (to accept the window shutter
visible in 1906 (Fig.5).

Figure 9 Front entrance archway

A pitched stone carriageway (Fig.10) passes through the building to the rear, where
there is a similar archway, with two (non-original) pintles at the exterior of the
northern jamb, indicating the presence of a door there which opened outwards into the
courtyard (fig.11). The jambs of the rear archway have been cut back. In the soffits of
the arch are two daisy-wheel diagrams incised into the stonework (Fig.12).

Figure 10 Pitched stone carriageway

Figure 11 Join between north wing (l) and rear
archway.

An early door (ex situ) stands in the carriageway (Fig.13) – measurements showed
that it fitted the front archway. There are two long strap hinges but no pintles survive

4

Hall (2005) p.20.
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on the archway. There also seems to be a hole for a latch to the left side – clearly
inappropriate given the position of the hinges.

Figure 12 Daisy wheel on rear arch soffit

Figure 13 Ex situ door in carriageway

Details of the carriageway and archways are shown at Fig.14. The roof of the
carriageway is spanned by a number of large-section joists, all but the three at the
west end having been extended with either simple splayed scarf joints or the more
complex stop-splay with undersquinted abutments (Fig.15). The latter joint is known
from the 13th century, but more recent examples have been recorded.5

Figure 15 Detail of joists in carriageway

Figure 16 Daisy-wheel on lancet mullion

A further small daisy-wheel diagram can be seen on the internal face of the central
mullion of the lancet pair near the front doorway (Fig.16).

5

Hewett (1980) p.263; Currie (1972) p.179 gives a Victorian example in Park Town, Oxford.
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Figure 14 Screen, carriageway and door (J Cliffe)

To the left of the carriageway is a (restored) plank screen with a central doorway to
the main reception room. The girding beam above the doorway has a double roll
moulding; the door jambs extend upwards and are pegged in to it with masons’ mitres
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(Figs. 14 and 17). The beam appears to be in situ but the skirting has been replaced
and there seem to be a number of other alterations and repairs.
The right-hand door jamb in Fig.17 seems to have been made for panelling, as there
are two stubs of horizontal rails. One would expect a medieval screen to be of the
simple ‘plank and muntin’ type, with no horizontal members. This may mean that the
timber has been reused, or replaced when this type of panelling was popular – perhaps
in the 17th or 18th centuries. Another anomaly is the post near the right hand corner,
which is set into the moulding of the beam.

Figure 17 Screen with girding beam and main doorway to reception room (J Cliffe)

Hall
The main reception room is a perfect
rectangle, 21½ft (6.62m) by 18½ft
(5.69m) with a height to the ridge of 8m.
Opposite the screen there are two further
doorways in the stone south gable wall,
either side of a reproduction 14th century
stone fireplace, presumably built in the
1930s (fig.18).
Figure 18 Fireplace in main reception room

In the south-west corner is a further fourcentred arched timber doorframe with an
early door (fig.19), opening outwards (ie
with external door furniture) into a toilet
in a modern extension. The frame appears
to fit the stone wall surrounding it, and it is possible that it has been reversed. There is
© Oxfordshire Buildings Record and contributors 2009
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no sign of weathering indicating external use, however. The construction is of two
semi-durns (jambs which continue upwards to form the arched doorhead) with the
central part of the moulding as part of the lintel. It is possible that this doorway led to
an external stair turret. A scar in the stonework to the right of the doorway may
indicate the position of housing for a supporting beam.

Figure 19 Doorway in SW corner of reception room

The roof structure over the reception room is remarkable for its profligate use of
timber. The southern truss sits within the stonework of the gable – thereby also adding
stability to the rubble wall – while the northern gable is entirely timber-framed with
some form of plaster infill. The principal rafters of the central truss are arch-braced to
a lower collar, and there are further trusses in each of the bays (fig.20).

Figure 20 Roof structure of reception room: l – central truss; r - detail of braces to purlins.

There is a ridge, and three tiers of purlins to give lateral stability. Windbraces with
concave chamfers are alternately upwards and downwards from the principals to each
purlin in each bay. There are four common rafters per bay. The arrangement is shown
in Figs.21 & 22 below. Fig.22 shows inserted replacement rafters in the west side of
the two northern bays.
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Figure 21 Hall roof structure (J Steane)

There are a number of replacement timbers and pegs, some which retain their points6,
but there is no consistent direction for these pegs. The common rafters have sharp
arrises. Further details of the roof are shown in Annex 2.

Figure 22 Hall roof - note the disturbed timbers and stonework at lower right – near the position
of the external chimneystack.

Two other features of this room deserve attention; a timber framed window in the
west wall (Annex 1, W10), and an external stack (Fig.8 above). There is no internal
6

Often indicative of an ‘Arts and Crafts’ replacement
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evidence for a fireplace, but the position of the stack close to the screen and archway
suggests that, despite appearing to be integral with the wall, it is likely to be a later
insertion. The window has a pegged timber frame with masons’ mitres and leaded
lights. Part of the frame is heavily weathered, but its height in the wall suggests that it
is post-1930, or if earlier, may have lit a staircase at that point.
North Wing
This projects forward some way towards the street, but its west gable is also a short
distance beyond the rear wall of the central range (Fig.23). Its eaves are slightly
higher than those of the central range, and it also stands at a distinct angle to it – see
ground plan at Fig.3.

Figure 23 Courtyard from south-west showing gable of north wing and kitchen extension to west

The basic construction is similar to the central range – limestone rubble with dressed
quoins. The windows are all replacements post 1900. Externally, the earliest feature is
the octagonal 14th or 15th century chimney-stack, discussed above. The junction
between the north wing and the rear archway (Figs. 11 and 23) deserves comment.
The label mould of the north jamb has been cut back, as if the wall of the wing had
cut through a pre-existing archway. However, it seems that the south wall of the north
wing extends continuously through the carriageway, suggesting that it pre-dates the
archway, which is a later insertion.
The front ground floor space seems to have been one large room, with three lateral
chamfered beams and axial joists supporting the floor above. There is no evidence of
partitioning on the soffits of the beams. Many of the timbers have been reused – see
the annotated survey at Annex 3. The 12 joists in the bay nearest the street are sawn
softwood of thin scantling. The beam nearest the street has a deep chamfer without
stops, and has evidence for a former octagonal post with braces housed in long
grooves to either side (fig.24), quite possibly the seating of a crown-post.
Fig. 25 shows a set of augur holes within the slot – evidence for the way the slot has
been created: a set of holes was first drilled into the timber and the rectangular
mortice then cut out by a chisel or an axe.
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Figure 24 North wing front room beam with octagonal base for a post and slots for braces either
side.

The joists to the west (right in fig.24) have been crudely shaven back to fit a set of
marked and sawn mortices in the beam. The joints are straight-haunched soffit tenons.
The joists are laid flat in the medieval manner and some have been trestle-sawn – the
cuts are at 45º with a ‘snap’ where they meet. In the rear (western) bays a similar
mixture of timbers can be found, and where visible, the joists seem to have been
dropped into slots in the beams. More detail on this is shown in Annex 3.

Figure 25 Underside of front beam in north wing

The room above has a roughly arched plaster vault with a single arched truss exposed,
and a fluted plaster cornice (Fig.26). The date of this is tentatively put at late
17th/early 18th century.
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Figure 26 Plaster vault of first floor room in north wing.

Figure 27 Fireplace in north wing

The fireplace in this room is square-headed with a simple moulding, suggestive of the
early 18th century (Fig.27).
Part of the roof of the north wing can be seen from the space above the carriageway.
The timbers are not blackened and there is a single set of purlins – see Fig.28 which
shows the rear (north) roof slope from the south, through the opening in the rafters of
the south slope, where some of the rafters have been broken off. The link between this
and the hall range is described and discussed below.

Figure 28 Roof structure of north wing showing west gable wall (l)

Kitchen extension
The westward extension of the north wing (see fig.23) does not continue its building
line, but is parallel to the south wing and at right angles to the hall range – see ground
plan at Fig.3. The paired gable dormers, hood moulds and casements suggest a 17th
century date, and it was probably intended as a new service area, containing a new
kitchen, the fireplace for which survives to the rear (Fig.29). This also seems to
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belong to the 17th century, with a heavy timber bressumer, bread oven, and remains of
an iron crane and chains for holding pots over the fire.

Figure 29 Former kitchen fireplace

Figure 30 Dovecote – nesting boxes

Figure 31 Dovecote roof

Beyond the kitchen is a narrow dovecote with intact nesting boxes (fig.30). There is
no evidence of a glover, however, and part of the roof has been renewed (Fig.31). The
dovecote is the first space in a further westward extension of the north wing,
originally narrower than the rest, but now with walls extended and re-roofed, it
continues the building line to the archway at the rear of the courtyard.
South Wing
Returning to the main ranges, as noted above, two doorways lead from through the
south gable of the central range into a southern crosswing (fig.32). Again the
construction materials match the rest of the building.
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Figure 32 South wing from the north

Its eaves are also higher than those of the
central range, but there are awkward aspects
of the junction – a window is pushed into
the corner, and the corbelling of the western
stack seems to continue behind the wall.
The wall stonework where visible can also
be seen to continue behind the hall wall,
although this part of the hall wall may have
been rebuilt at some stage and there is a
plinth which seems continuous from the hall
to the north side of the wing, although it
ends about a metre from the end of the
wing. The two-light cinquefoil traceried
window in the gable at first floor level can
be seen in the 1906 photograph and 1826
drawing (Figs. 3 and 7 respectively). The
left hand stack relates to the ground floor
fireplace (see fig.34 below); that to the right vents a first floor fireplace.
Internally, there is again a single large room on the ground floor (fig.33) with exposed
beams and joists. Annex 4 sets out the findings of a thorough survey of these timbers.

Figure 33 South wing ground floor room

This shows that many of the timbers have been reused, in particular the main crossbeam, which has been inverted. There are blocked mortices and peg-holes on the
(present) soffit. From this beam, a further (axial) beam extends eastward to a point
above the window. The joists in this part of the room are chamfered and tenoned into
this beam, but in the rear of the room, all the joists extend transversely across the
width. The ceiling seems to have been reconstructed in the 17th or 18th centuries.
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There are two blocked openings in the south wall, now alcoves. There is a fourcentred arched fireplace with a blank (central) shield (fig.34). This is vented though
the eastern (left hand) stack in fig.32.

Figure 34 Fireplace in ground floor room, south wing

Such fireplaces are very difficult to date, as they are found from the 15th to the 17th
centuries.7 However, it stands proud of the wall and so is probably an insertion, the reordering of the joists in this part of the room may also be connected with this event.
South Wing Roof
It was possible to study the roof of the south wing through a small trap-door above the
first floor corridor. Fig.35 shows this to have cambered collars, clasped purlins, some
windbraces and no blackening. The undersides of the collars, windbraces and purlins
are chamfered. The quality of the roof suggests it was intended to be seen from below
and the style of the carpentry suggests a date in the later 15th century. For a full and
detailed survey of this range see Annex 5.

Figure 35 Roof of front part of south wing
7

See Hall (2005) chapter 7
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It was also possible to study the junction between the hall and the south wing. As
discussed in Annex 5, the balance of probability from the structural evidence is that
the hall was butted against a pre-existing wing, despite the earlier carpentry of the hall
roof.
The west gable is plastered and has a small window near the apex (fig.36). The
window is now blocked by a later extension to the west (Fig.37). We were also able to
look at this roof between a narrow gap in the rafters. Surprisingly, it has a central
open truss arch-braced to the collar, clasped purlins and windbraces (Fig.38),
seemingly for another room open to the roof. We would suggest this part is from
ca.1500. There is no smoke blackening, and the extension has a gable stack for smoke
removal, presumably as part of the build. This stack vents an apparently 14th-century
fireplace, now in a corner position on the ground floor, having been moved from an
upstairs room (Fig.39). This is presumably the ‘reused 14th century fireplace with a
stone lintel on large corbels’ described by Pevsner as being in a bedroom.8

Figure 36 Slit window west gable of south wing

Figure 38 Roof of western extension of south wing

Figure 37 South wing and western extensions

Figure 39 Reset 14th-century (?) fireplace

Link between hall and north wing

8

Sherwood and Pevsner (1974) p.760
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It was also possible to examine another key junction, the join between the hall and the
north wing at roof level. A full report on the findings in this area is attached at Annex
6. The key feature is a timber truss based on a haunched king-post (Fig.40) sitting on
the south wall of the north wing.

Figure 40 Haunched king-post truss on wall of north wing

To the south of this truss is a single-purlin and plank ridge linking it to the north end
truss of the hall roof, while to the north a similar arrangement sits on top of the rafters
of the north range (see Fig.28 above). Many of the timbers are crudely cut hedge
poles, others possibly reused. The main conclusion seems to be that the north range
predates the link section.
Other buildings
The south range now extends to the rear where it adjoins the former stable/hayloft
building which closes the west side of the courtyard (fig.41). These were not
examined.

Figure 41 South range (l) and former stable building (r)
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History (from Sue Jourdan, Wychwood Local History Society)
Nothing is known about the early history of the Crown. There is a tradition that it was
a guest house for Bruern Abbey, but detailed research carried out by the local history
society has been unable to discover evidence for this. It is not mentioned in any of the
extant papers nor is it mentioned in the Valor Ecclesiasticus. Shipton was a royal
manor which went in and out of the king’s hands but it is not mentioned in the manor
surveys done by Seymour and Warwick stewards in 1547 and 1552. The first
documentary mention is a sale in 1566 when the tenant was Simon Chamberlayne and
it was called the Inn of Shipton. The inn was part of the endowment of a charity
known as the ‘Crown Inn Charity’, founded by an indenture dated 20 October 1586,
with the rent to be used for the upkeep of the Great Bridge at Shipton and Stoken
Bridge in Milton. A new barn was built in 1814.
In the 1910 District Valuation, the Crown is no.399, the cccupier Mrs R Hamilton,
and the owners were the Trustees, Shipton-under-Wychwood Crown Inn High Street,
RV £24.0.0.9
Photographs in the local history society’s collection show pre-renovation views sash
windows and blocked upper lancet pair to right of doorway. After electricity had
arrived but before the 1931 renovations, the upper lancet pair had been unblocked, but
it is a single opening – the lancets seem to be part of the 1931 restoration. The north
crosswing ground floor window facing the entrance is still blocked. Hall clearly had
been floored over – another blocked window under eaves to left of doorway.

Figure 42 Hall looking south

Figure 43 Hall looking north

On 3 June 1930 it was sold at auction to Flowers Brewery. Thereafter, it was
extensively refurbished by Groves of Milton-under-Wychwood. At this time the floor
9

https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/sites/default/files/folders/documents/leisureandculture/history/col
lections/districtvaluation/DV-X-32.pdf
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over the hall was taken down (and presumably the central hall stack was removed),
and most of the windows were replaced. The staircase also dates from this period.
Photographs from the Packer collection from the 1940s to 1960s (Oxfordshire History
Centre) show the building substantially as it is today. (Figs. 42-45).

Figure 44 South wing ground floor

Figure 45 View into hall from north

In the exterior views, however, the crispness and
unweathered stonework of the upper part of the
doorway is striking (fig.46). This photograph
also shows the upper paired lancet with trefoil
tracery after restoration.
Figure 46 Entrance in ca.1960

During work on an extension in 1997, wellpreserved medieval deposits were found to the
south-west of the existing buildings. Among
these were a ‘possible’ cobbled surface and a
large quantity of animal bone.10

Discussion
Hall-and-crosswing buildings are often the result of ‘alternate rebuilding’, where the
various elements have been rebuilt one at a time. Forensic examination of the fabric
or dendrochronology are often the only ways by which the order of building the
various elements can be determined. Window and doorway styles are reliable only to
10

Kenyon (1999)
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the extent to which they can be shown to be original to the walls in which they sit. As
discussed above, the windows of the Shaven Crown were almost all renewed in the
1930s, and by craftsmen able to reproduce medieval tracery accurately. Some more
reliable clues are structural – eg when straight-joints in the stonework show that one
section is butted up against another, or when one roof rests on top of another. We
have tended to rely on these in the following discussion, particularly since the other
main and usually less altered features – the roof structures – seem to be offering
contradictory signals. The following are thus only initial thoughts.
The location of a building and the shape of the plot on which it sits can sometimes
offer clues as to the original reason for the structure – mills on streams, church houses
an market infill in towns are obvious examples. The Crown sits on a busy road
opposite the church, and with a curved boundary to the rear. These features require
further investigation, although the road was clearly important, having probably been a
salt-way,11 and later a turnpike. On the negative side, its location many miles from
Bruern Abbey argues strongly against the proposition that it was their guest-house.
The other puzzling aspect of the site is the distinctly different orientation of the north
wing, which clearly respects the northern boundary of the site.
There is a certain amount of evidence to suggest that the north and south wings predate the central hall range. Firstly, the walls of the wings continue behind those of the
hall (see Fig.47 below) – as does the corbel of the south wing chimney-stack.
Secondly, the rafters of the north wing have been broken off to create the junction
where the hall range roof extension rests upon it, and thirdly, the angle between the
hall and the north wing hall is more understandable with an earlier wing.

Figure 47 Suggested earliest parts (shaded)

The roof of the south wing is probably from the second half of the 15th century, and
from what is visible, that of the north wing is contemporary. However, if the early

11

see Blair (1994) p.85
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chimney-stack on the north wing is an original feature, the structure could date from
the late 14th century. This date would also fit the corbelled stack on the south wing.
Both wings have been considerably altered over the years, and it is not now possible
to locate early staircases in the wings. Both wings seem to have had a heated ground
floor, and a heated first floor open to the roof. As such they could have been chamber
ranges and would have been associated with a hall.
Around 1500 the south range was extended westwards with added (heated)
accommodation on two levels.
The central range certainly was built as a hall of a substantial high status building –
the roof construction shows little concern for the cost and availability of timber – and
probably mid-15th century in date, by analogy with the hall roof at Lincoln College,
Oxford (1440s), and definitely intended to be seen. The entrance archways, as
indicated above, are of a style noted elsewhere in the 1480s. If this is correct, then it is
highly likely that the roof, or the archways, or possibly both, came here from
somewhere else. In this context the various daisy-wheel markings may be significant.
There is a debate as to whether these geometrical patterns were some form of setting
out diagram made by masons or carpenters, or whether they are apotropaic (evil spirit
averting). Medieval marks are more likely to be the former, while the latter derive
from the early 17th century when many became obsessed with a fear of witches and
demons; these are most often found near openings (doors, windows and fireplaces).
The presence of a very small mark on the mullion of the paired lancet by the front
door is strongly suggestive of the 17th century apotropaic explanation, and hence we
might be looking at reuse – possibly of remains from some dissolved monastic
institution.
A 17th century hall would have had a proper fireplace, but we know that the south
gable stack is modern, and any evidence for a central louvre was lost when the later
central stack was removed in 1931 and the roof was repaired. There is a stack on the
rear wall with disturbed stonework below, which may be the position of the 17th
century fireplace.
There is no evidence that the hall had an internal staircase when built. There are a
number of ways in which users of the building could reach the upper floors of the
wings. Each wing could have had separate internal or external staircases; but there are
two other possibilities. The SW doorway from the hall could have led to an external
stair turret to give access to the upper floor of the south range.12 This doorway has an
unusual shape; two-centred versions with this type of construction are probably 14th
century, but the four-centred arch does not usually appear until the early 15th.13 It also
opens outwards, thus more likely giving access to another internal space rather than to
the exterior of the building. The other possible staircase location is to the right of the
front doorway. The paired lancet window (and possibly another above) provide just
enough light for a staircase, and the joists of the carriageway roof at this point have
been repaired with additional scarfed timbers.

12
13

Sutton Courtenay Abbey has such an arrangement between the hall and north range
Hall (2005) p.18
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The screen and its central doorway, although repaired and altered, seem to be original
to the building of the timber north gable wall of the hall. As such it indicates that this
was the entrance and ‘lower end’ of the hall, but none of the usual hierarchical
indicators (dais, high end window, enhanced high end decoration, louvre position) of
the domestic hall are apparent. Neither is there a normal service end, with pantry,
buttery and (possibly detached) kitchen. If it is correct that the hall is a 17th century
infill, then the western part of the north wing may be contemporary and have supplied
these services (the kitchen of this date survives). The dovecote is probably
contemporary with the kitchen.
Given that by the early 17th century the property was operating as an inn, these
changes were presumably aimed at improving the accommodation and facilities for
travellers.
We may conjecture that the reused timber beams and joists which from the first floors
of north and south wings were also part of this rebuilding. Normally dismissed by
architectural historians as of limited interpretative value, some features of the
remarkable amount of reused timber deserve mention. The beam in the front room of
the north wing has an octagonal base for a post, and the most obvious explanation is
that the post was a crown-post. These stand on tie-beams and support a longitudinal
timber called a crown plate (or collar purlin) which stops the ‘racking’ (movement) of
early roofs consisting of pairs of A-frames. The crown post is typically braced to the
crown plate and/or a collar. Here, the chamfering of the beam is on the side facing the
post suggesting that the beam was the crown plate, not the tie-beam of the earlier roof.
It is not normally productive to ask questions such as where did such reused timbers
come from, but here there are three key factors. Firstly, crownpost roofs are not
normally found in this part of the county, secondly, where found they date from
ca.1280 to 1350, and thirdly, the quality of the carpentry here as shown by the
augured mortice for the braces, is indicative of a high status use. The detailed record
made of the joists in the wings shows that they came form a range of contexts – trestle
sawn timbers are usually from before 1500, pit-sawn are later, and so the picture of
reuse suggests a mixed collection of timber from a high status building or buildings,
with structures dating from ca.1300 to 1500. One possibility is that the apparent
connection of the Crown with Bruern Abbey is not that it was a guest-house but that
the timber, and possibly stonework, came from the abbey buildings (including their
guest-house) after the Dissolution.
The main obvious changes in the 18th century were in the north wing. The plaster
vaulted ceiling in the front upper chamber, for example, and the insertion of sash
windows in classical surrounds, as can be seen from the early images. Perhaps also in
the 18th century with increased coach traffic, an intermediate floor was inserted in the
hall at the level of the girding beam, and partly supported by a central chimney-stack.
These were removed in 1931.14 The other major alterations in 1931 were the
historicist replacement of most of the windows and the creation of a new circulation
route by means of a new staircase from the hall to each of the wings.

14

1930 sale particulars, which refer to a first floor “bedroom (or Chapel Room) having an old open
oak-timbered ceiling”, which is illustrated with a photograph of the present hall roof.
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Conclusion
Inevitably in a building of the age and complexity of the Shaven Crown it has not
been possible to understand every detail of its development, and the above analysis
may well require revision as new facts emerge. In particular it is recommended that
dendrochronology (tree-ring dating) should be seriously considered. The roofs and
other timber features have been judged on their style alone, but more accurate dating
could be valuable.15
Disclaimer
This report has been prepared by member(s) of the Oxfordshire Buildings Record, a
voluntary organisation whose objectives are to advance education and promote
research on the buildings of Oxfordshire. Whereas every effort has been made to
ensure its accuracy, it is based only on evidence which was visible at the time of the
recording. The information and discussion contained in it is intended as a contribution
to research, and the OBR takes no responsibility for any other use to which it may be
put. Advice should always be sought from those professionally qualified to give it.
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Annex 1 WINDOWS SURVEY
(For window locations and coding refer to marked up copy of overall survey drawing of the
building by P Clark below. Codes in brackets refer to first floor windows).

Ground Floor windows:
W1: 1930s replacement of 18th C window which was possibly a replacement of a medieval
window as W11 (see below).
W2: 1930s replacement of earlier window. Opening
possibly extended eastwards when Hall was added to south
wing. Part of external arch to support chimney flue above
remains as a hood to the window. Note asymmetrical
internal splay – see plan.
W3: 1930s insertion when Hall was renovated.
W4: 1930s insertion when Hall was renovated.
W5: Original two light stone lancet pair, probably not
glazed originally, to give light and ventilation to passage
into courtyard. Internal stone face is flush with no
mouldings.
W6: 1930s insertion.
W7: 1930s replacement of earlier window.

W2 (left) and W3 (right)

W8: 3 light window with painted glass – probably late 19th C.
W9: Possibly originally a door opening. This would have allowed a full moulding for the
doorway hood mould. Arched on inside and probably altered in 19th C.
W10: Probably added in 1930s, or earlier. Large section wooden frame seems quite old.
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First Floor windows:
W11: Appears to be original medieval window, perhaps used as a model for the 1930s
windows elsewhere.
W12: Appears to be original medieval window (see Buckler drawing of 1826 at Fig.6 in main
text) but may be 1930s insertion.
W13: Original two light stone window, probably not glazed originally,
W14: 1930s replacement of earlier window. Very skilfully done.
W15: 1930s insertion.
W16: 1930s replacement of earlier 18th century window (see Buckler drawing 1826).
Much of the above information from our survey was modified after studying early 20 th C
photographs in the Inn. The work to the windows, and the creation of new windows in the
1930s was done very skilfully by the local builders Groves who appear to have used the
earlier window detailing as models for their new work
Surveyed by Richard Faircliff & Susan Rose
27 May 2009
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Annex 2 Hall roof structure (John Steane)
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Annex 3 North wing ground floor ceiling timbers
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Annex 4 South Wing ground floor front room ceiling timbers

D Hughes

Timbers 1 to 24, refer to sketch plan
Joist No

Cut

Chamfer

Width mm

Depth

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sawn
Sawn
Axe
Axe
Axe
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn
Sawn

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

150
140
190
150
150
200
300
190
200
200
200
220
200
210
180
180
180
180
180
180

70
70
70
70
70
110
300
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130

21

Sawn

Yes

160

200

Space to
West
380
420
410
410
300
410
340
370
360
380
350
390
390
380
360
360
400
400
360

Comments
1. Joists 1-5 notched over Spine Beam 21 (See Sketch)
2. Lapped joint on Spine Beam at joist 6 to Cross Beam 7. Joint bolted with hand
made bolts with square nuts (See Sketch)
3. Trimmer beam 22 lapped and nailed under joist 12 and halved over Beam 7
(See Sketch)
4. Joists 8-11 cut by beam 22 and supported by plate under joist.
5. Beam 7 300 x 300 mm, underside shows blocked mortices and pegs at regular
350mm spacing (See Sketch)
Sides of beam 22 show pairs of empty soffit mortices with diminished
shoulders (See Sketch)
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Interpretation
Joist at front of wing (1-6) are smaller and older than at the rear (8-20) and are
probably 15th Century.
Joists 8-20 are of approximately equal scantling, all have chamfers and where the stop
is visible it is a simple run out stop, say 16/17th Century.
Beam 7 is the most substantial timber of 300 x 300 section. This is clearly a reuse
with the empty shouldered and blocked mortices. The shouldered soffit mortices are
upside down demonstrating the reuse.
The spine beam has had its end replaced with a lapped joint with hand made bolts
holding it. This could have occurred when beam 7 was inserted. (18th Century?)
The south wall is vertical from the front (east) end to beam7 and then has a distinct
batter from 7 to 16 (west end)
Beam 7 replaced either an earlier beam or a solid wall, could this have occurred when
the window opening and fireplace were added to the north wall? 7 rests on reused
timber 23 over the window opening.
Joists 8-11 were cut to support the fireplace in the upper story.
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Annex 5 Roof of South Wing
Access to the roof, and subsequent analysis, was hampered by a thick layer of
insulation, which masked some features and precluded entry to the roofspace as joist
positions could not be identified. The project manager took the view that the task of
moving the insulation should not be attempted. All recording was therefore
performed by observation from the loft hatch in bay 4, and any measurements are
subject to confirmation.
The southern range of The Shaven Crown runs W – E, lying gable-end on to the road
from Chipping Norton to Burford, consists of two main early ranges. This annex deals
with that nearest the road (ie the south-east wing). The building is of two storeys,
entirely constructed of rubble stone apart from ashlar quoins and window openings.
The building shows signs of several re-orderings of internal space, access,
illumination, and heating. The roof is all of one build, and does not appear to have a
wallplate, the trusses and rafters being embedded directly into the stonework.
The construction is of four bays, supported by the two stone gables and 3 main trusses
(Fig. 5.1). The two bays which could be measured are each 2.63m wide, making the
total internal length 10.68m, assuming the other bays are of equal size. This compares
well with the ground plan measurement of 10.72m. The three trusses are of tie-beam
construction, with a cambered collar supporting a single pair of clasped purlins, and a
supplementary collar near the apex supporting a substantial ridge beam. (Fig. 5.2)
Between each truss are six pairs of common rafters 13cm x 9cm (5” x 3 ½”), spacing
15” – 17”, laid flat over the purlins and ridge beam; fixing could not be confirmed, no
pegs are visible, the rafters appear to continue past the ridge beam to form a crisp
angle at the apex.
Inside the common rafters in each bay, pairs of curved windbraces run from the
purlins to the principal rafters, with shouldered tenons into the timbers, fixed with a
single peg at each end. (Fig. 5.3)
The roof is covered with Cotswold stone slates. It has recently been re-lathed and
torched, but most of the original rafters are intact with only minor repairs and
strengthening struts added over several centuries. Externally, an angled drip moulding
on the centre chimney could indicate a former covering of thatch, but equally the
wind-braced roof would have been strong enough for tiles from the outset.
The collars, purlins and tie beam are all chamfered on the lower edge, the purlins with
simple run-outs as they approach the truss, and the tie beam with shouldered run-out
stops (visible in the passage below the access trapdoor). The W gable wall and the
hall gable have been lime-plastered. These decorative features indicate that the roof
was an open space designed to be seen from below. A lancet-style window high in the
W gable is splayed sharply downward to illuminate the space; an in-situ window
frame may reward closer examination. Limited examination of the joists forming the
present ceiling of the first floor rooms indicate that the joists are simple square section
timbers laid over the tie beams, and are not intended to support a floor. (The E gable
wall does not seem to be plastered, but note that the discontinuity of the ground floor
plinth at the E end may indicate a rebuild)
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All the original timbers appear to be of oak, of fair quality, with few shakes. Where
visible, timbers seem to be pit sawn from fast-grown oak; at least one common rafter
is of a quartered sapling (Fig. 5.7). Where sapwood remains, it shows severe decay,
but has always been positioned away from the carpentry joints, so structural integrity
is not impaired. No carpenters’ assembly marks were visible from my viewing
position, but setting-out marks made with a race-knife were evident (Fig.5.8)
The style of carpentry suggests a date in the second half of 15th C.
The connecting roof between the main ridge and the gable wall of the hall has been
disturbed by the insertion of a brick chimney in the hall gable during 1930s, but
remnants of the earlier connection remain. A stub purlin has been inserted into the hall
gable, and diagonal timbers laid over the common rafters, pegged from the outside.
The lower segment of several common rafters and a windbrace have been cut to
accommodate this insertion (Figs. 5.4, 5.9. 5.10) Although the roof of the hall is
stylistically earlier than the S range carpentry, the form of support for the S roof by
insertion of the rafters directly into the stonework does not entirely rule out the
possibility that the S wing was a free-standing building to which the hall was later
abutted. If the hall was already standing, the connecting roof is likely to have been
designed differently, avoiding the need to cut through rafters and a windbrace
Heather Horner, May 2009

Fig. 5.1 Roof
plan

Fig. 5.2 Typical truss
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Fig. 5.3 Typical
bay

Fig. 5.4 Original timbers of bridging roof between
hall and S wing

Fig. 5.5 General view to E
(Note no plaster on E gable
wall)

Fig. 5.6 S side of bay 3
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Fig. 5.7 Truss 3, N end.
Principal rafter (left) shows sapwood decay away from joint. The scarf joint in the
purlin (horizontal r) has pulled apart, allowing the upper timber of the purlin to drop
(inside soffit). The collar shouldered tenon can just be detected (bottom timber). The
cut end of the common rafter (top r) shows rings of a quartered fast-grown sapling;
the rafter was cut to insert the linking roof between S wing and hall.
Fig. 5.8 Detail of joint showing
setting-out lines and pit-saw marks
Race-knife setting-out

Saw

tracks

Fig. 5.9 Detail in insertion N common rafters
into hall gable wall. Note plastered into rubble
wall.
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Fig. 5.10 Stub of purlin inserted into hall
gable (r), to support roof connecting S
wing to hall. (modern re-roofing behind, at
time of insertion hall chimney 1930s?).
The pairs of empty peg-holes suggest reused timber.

Fig. 5.11 Original bottom-splayed
window in W gable wall. Note plastered
wall, window frame in-situ.
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Annex 6. Examination of the roof construction to the ‘hall’ and ‘cross passage’ range
which links the north and south wings.
B

A

NORTH
WING
HALL
PASSAGE

Figure 1: view from the East of the projecting South and
North wings with the recessed linking Hall range. The
large doorway to the right in the Hall range opens to the
passage.

Figure 2: diagrammatic cross-section
through the junction of the Hall range with
the North wing

The roof construction was examined with a view to determining how much original material
is present, the nature of the structure, and what possible sequence of construction took place.
The construction of the roof is clearly visible and is shown diagrammatically in figures 2, 3,
and 4, however the recent introduction of fibreglass insulation to the ceilings has obscured the
construction of ceilings and prevented safe access to these areas and precluded a full
investigation; further examinations can be carried out with appropriate measures in place.

Figure 3: section A showing the infilling of the
upper part of the passage viewed from the
North wing
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The hall and passage range extends between two wings with stone walls that appear to be the
flank walls of the wings although this in itself is not an indicator of the sequence of building;
the external walls of the range are also in stone with high quality dressed stone door and
window openings. At ground level the hall is separated from the passage by a timber screen;
above the screen the upper part of the passage is formed by a truss that is infilled on the hall
side (figure 5); the truss has been cut away at one end to allow the insertion of a doorway to
give access to a floor above the passage which in turn gives access to the north wing. The roof
space above this first floor has been infilled on the North side with rough render on laths
which suggests that the passage may have been open to the underside of the roof.

Figure 5: infilled truss forming end wall above the passage

Figure 6: reverse view of truss above the passage

The exposed roof to the ‘hall’ is clearly constructed to be viewed (figure 5) whereas the roof
above the passage is of simple construction with a single purlin each side (figure 6)
contrasting with the hall which has three purlins
Both roofs have a ridge beam and the passage roof beam spans between a truss in the division
wall to the hall and a kingpost supported by the stone wall of the north wing. This kingpost
has haunches and has been drilled for dowels which suggests it was intended to receive some
form of clasped tie-beam but instead there are two curved braces which do not utilise the
dowel holes. (Figure 7)
The braces are faced with laths and render which conceals any fixings to the kingpost and this
rendered area extends to the apex of the roof which suggests that it was infilled prior to the
formation of the ceiling and possibly the floor above the passage as this area would have
formed the upper part of the passage.
The ridge that extends from the kingpost to the north wing is a simple board and the presence
of several sawn rafters indicate that extensive repair and replacement has taken place in this
section; some of the timbers have dowel holes that suggest they have been salvaged and reused.
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Figure 7: view of infilling above passage from North side
The laths to the infilling above the upper
level of the passage, and the render itself,
are very rough and the laths are
supported on a mixture of rough sawn
battens and round battens which seem to
have been sourced from the field and
simply stripped of bark before being
incorporated; other timbers have clearly
been re-used and the general impression
is of a low quality of material and
workmanship which contrasts starkly
with the high quality of the Hall ceiling.
It is unclear if this work pre-dates the
main hall ceiling and whether the floor
above the passage was inserted later and
the truss adapted; further investigations
will need to be carried out to confirm
this.

Figure 8: detail of haunched kingpost
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The roof of the hall range appears to sit upon the timbers of the north wing which indicates a
sequence of building where the north wing preceded the hall range; but this is not conclusive
proof as the hall range might have finished in a gable (as found at the other end where it abuts
the south wing) which was subsequently removed when the north wing was built. There are
however cut rafters in-situ both below and above the purlin of the north wing together with a
curved brace which suggest that the roof of the north wing was adapted to receive the roof to
the hall range; these remnant rafters are in advanced stages of decay which also suggests they
have been left from the earliest stage of construction of the north wing and, being no longer
structural, have not been replaced. The north wing is not at right angles to the hall range and
examination of the plan drawings suggests that the passageway stonework has been inserted
either when the hall was built, or later when it was linked to the north wing.

Figure 8: junction of the roof above the passage with the North wing roof
It is recommended that these preliminary findings should be compared with the survey plans
to see what other evidence of sequencing emerges; areas of insulation should be removed to
expose the ceiling construction to try to determine what original materials remain and whether
they provide further indications of the sequence of construction. If possible the floor
construction above the passage should be investigated to see if it was inserted at a later stage
as it might have pre-dated the adaptation of the truss with access only from the North wing.
V Allison
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